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0. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, G denotes a group of order p” and class m - 1, 
m 2 4, and p a prime number; such a group is said to be of maximal class. 
These groups have been studied by various authors [3, 7-121. The struc- 
ture of G is largely determined by the structure of a certain characteristic 
subgroup Y,(G) of index p defined as follows: Y,(G)/Y,(G) is the cen- 
tralizer of Y,(G)/Y,(G) in G/Y,(G), where G > Y,(G) > ... > Y,(G) = 1 is 
the lower central series of G. We shall write Yi instead Y,(G) when there 
is no possible confusion. Here, c(G) denotes the degree of commutativity of 
G, that is, the greatest integer such that [Y,(G), Y,(G)] < Yi+i+c(GJ)(G) 
for all i, j > 0 if Y,(G) is non-abelian, and c(G) = m - 2 otherwise. In 
addition, for every non-empty subset S of G we define r,(S) = 
I{Cl,(g)(Cl,(g)n S#@}l and r(G)=r,(G) is the number of conjugacy 
classes of G. 
The following results show that the structure of Y,(G) and the arithmetic 
properties of c(G) are strongly connected: 
(A) If m is an odd number, then c(G)> 1 [3, (2.11)]. 
(B) If mbp+2, then c(G)> 1 [3, (3.8)]. 
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(C) If m 3 4, then c(G/Z(G)) > 1 (this follows from (A)). 
(D) c(G)31 if an only if Y,(G)=C,(Y,+,(G)), if and only if G 
contains exactly p2 - p conjugacy G-classes with cardinality pm - *. c(G) = 0 
if and only if G contains exactly (p - 1)’ conjugacy G-classes with 
cardinality pmP2. Further, in any case, these classes of maximal cardinality 
compose the normal set G- (Y,(G)u C&Y,-,(G))) [3, (2.14) and the 
corollaries of (2.15)]. 
(E) If Y,(G) is abelian and a is an integer satisfying both 
m>p+2a-4 and a33, then we have c(G)>m-p-2a+4 [3, (3.12)]. 
(F) Ifp=3 and m>4, then c(G)>m-4 [3, (3.13)]. 
(G) If p = 5 and m>6, then c(G) B [(m - 5)/2] [3, (3.14)], where 
[x] denotes the integer part of the number x; that is, the largest 
integer 6 x). 
(H) If m > 4, then c(G) B [(m - 3p + 7)/2] and consequently Yi(G) 
has class at most 3 (R. Shepherd). 
(I) If Y,(G) has class 2 and c(G)>O, then c(G)> [(m-2p+ 5)/2] 
c9, (9.711. 
The main difficulty in the study of the number of conjugacy classes of a 
p-group of maximal class lies in the fact that the number of such groups is 
very large. 
In this work, we obtain precise information on the number r(G). The 
class 
P = {G 1 G is a p-group of maximal class and c(G) # c(G/Z(G))) 
plays a fundamental role in our discussion. In fact, the following equality 
and congruence are proved 
pccG)+’ = lZ( Yl(G/GS))I (1) 
c(G)=exp(lG/GS)) (mod 2h (2) 
where G9 denotes the smallest normal subgroup N of G with G/N E 9. 
(2) generalize the result (A), because bearing in mind (C), the class 9 
contains all finite p-groups G of maximal class satisfying c(G) = 0. Let 
GE 9 be, by using the previous lemmas given in Section 1, we show that 
r(G) = r(G/Z(G)) + pcCG)--I or r(G)=r(GIZ(G))+p(p-1) (3) 
according to c(G) >, 1 or c(G) = 0, respectively. Thus, if Y is any %“-closed 
subclass of 9, then (3) enables us to obtain the number r(G) for every 
GE 9’. Here a class 9 of, finite p-groups of maximal class is said to be 
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&Z-closed (resp. 9“-closed) if G E 9’ and IGI = p” implies HE 9 for every 
maximal subgroup H of G distinct of Y,(G) and C,( Y,-,(G)) (resp. 
G/Z(G) E 9). 
Moreover, in case c(G) = 0, we obtain that the set C,( Y,- J - Y, has 
exactly p2 - p conjugacy classes with cardinality pm-“. 
Following N. Blackburn and Wiman’s ideas, we consider an element s 
which belongs neither to Y,(G) nor the centralizer of Y,,, _ 2(G), and an 
element s1 satisfying Y,(G)/Y,(G) = (S, ) N C,. Then G = (s, s1 ) (because 
G/d(G) = (g) x (s”, ) N C, x C,). The above mathematicians define the 
elements i = [si- 1, s] for i = 1,2, . . . . m - 1, in order to analyse the “power- 
structure” and the “commutator-structure” of the group G. In this paper, 
the tuple (s, sl, . . . . s, _, ) is called a generator G-system and we define 
BG = (r&Y,), rYI(sl Y,), . ..Y r*,(siYi+l)7 .‘.t rYm-l(sm-l ym)). 
oG is called a numerical G-system and clearly is an invariant of G. 
Evidently, si and Yi+ 1 generate Yi and r(Yi)=p.rr,(SiYi+i)+ 
(I( Yi+ 1) - rY,(.ri Y,, I))/p [4, Note E]. Thus, the number r(G) can be deter- 
mined, if the tuple qG is known. Furthermore, the knowledge of the tuple 
gG is also interesting because it can be used to obtain the defining 
conjugacy-relations for the group G. 
In Section 2, for every p-group G belonging to P, obtain the vector rrc 
in terms of the vector cG/Z(G). Moreover, we obtain the number r(G) and 
the vector gG, when G is a p-group belonging to a certain subclasses of F 
which are both A-closed and Z-closed. These results are used further on, 
when it is analysed the vector crG of a p-group G of maximal class and 
order p” assuming the hypothesis that the vectors (TV are known for all L 
p-group of maximal class and order less or equal than pm- ‘. 
In [3] N. Blackburn classified all finite metabelian p-groups of maximal 
class of order pm and satisfying [ Y,, Y2 J 6 Yme2, as well as all finite 
p-group of order p6 and class 5. In any case, the number r(G) is not 
calculated in his work. 
As an application of our results (proved in the paragraphs 1 and 2), we 
obtain the number r(G) and the tuple oG for the p-groups G of maximal 
class satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(i) G metabelian (Section 3). 
(ii) (GI < p’ (Section 4). 
(iii) r(G)=f,(IGI)=n(p2-1)+p’,if(GI=p2”+ewithe~(O,1)and 
n 2 0 (Section 6). 
Let G be a p-group of order p” = ~~“+~“with n 2 0 and e E (0, 1 }. The 
equality 
r(G)=f,((GI)=n(p’-1)+p’+k(p2-l)(p-1) 
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for some k > 0, was established by P. Hall [IS] (see also [6, v. 15.21) by 
using representation theory. Evidently, k = (r(G) - n( p2 - 1) - p’)/( p2 - 1) 
(p - 1) is an invariant of G. In Section 5 we show the following inequality 
c(G) 6 
Clog, kl + 3 if k#O 
2 otherwise. 
The above upper bound for c(G), given in terms of the invariant k is 
the best possible. For example, if G is a metabelian p-group of order 
p6 and class 5, then we have c(G) = 4 and r(G) =f, + ,( JGJ ) being 
[log,(p + l)] + 3 = 4. 
In the following, for each group G, A(G) will denote the set of all 
maximal subgroups of G. 
1. PREVIOUS LEMMAS 
We begin by stating some of the results which are of fundamental impor- 
tance for our purpose. 
LEMMA (1.1). Let G be a p-group of maximal class of order pm and let 
(s, s 1, a*., s,- 1) a generator G-system. Suppose that c(G) > k - 1 for some 
natural k. Then the following congruence holds: 
Csi3 sjl s Es, Csj-1, sill[si+ 1, sj-ll-l (mod Yi+j+/c(G)) 
for l<i<m-2and2<j<m-1. 
Proof We have the following equalities: 
[ST [Sj- 1, Si]] = [S, S,T'lS;'Sjp ISi] = [S, Si][S, S,~'lS,ylSj_ 11” 
=s,;‘,[s, sj-,]“‘[S, s;~‘,s;‘]+~~~ 
=s~~~,(s~~)“~[~, ~i_ ]+I~i[s, J~ll]~J’sj-~s~ 
=s~T+l,(sl~l)s~[,yi, ,y]st”s’-~s~[sj~,, s]Csj-l~sJ 
=s~~‘l(s,~‘)~~sl;‘~-‘~i s/p/-l.s’I~ 
The elements s,:+‘, commutes modulo YI+ j+k with the element (s,: ‘)‘I 
and the element .sz;lls::; commutes modulo Yi+i+k with (s,~~)%,!+~*~~~, 
so, we obtain 
[s, [Sip ‘, Si]] z (s~‘)~~s:s’-~‘~~~s;‘s~~~ (mod Yi+j+/c). (4) 
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On the other hand, kal and j>2 imply (j-1 +i+k-l)+j+ 
(k-l)ai+j+k, henceSCS~-L~SJ= 
J 
sj (mod Yi+j+ k) and from (4) we obtain 
Further, 
and [Si+r, [SjPi,Si]] belongs to Yi+j+k, since (i+l)+(j-l+i+k-1) 
+ (k- 1) > i+j+ k therefore, (6) yields 
[s~+~, so-,] - [si+ ,, sj-1]c+L~Si3 (mod Yi+j+k)* (7) 
Moreover, (j-l+i+k-l)+(i+l+j-l+k-l)+k-l=(i+j+k)+ 
(i+j+2k-4)ai+j+k, hence 
Csi+ 19 sj- 1 ] Csj-13-91 - [s, r+lJ-ll (mod Yi+j+kh 
Finally, from (5), (7), and (8) we conclude 
Cs, Csj-l,s,llECSi,SjlCSi+I,Sj-ll (mod Yi+j+kh 
the desired result. 1 
LEMMA (1.2). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order p” with 
m>4. Let HE A!(G)- { Y,(G), C,( Y,,-,(G))}. Then H is a p-group of 
maximal class satisfying Y,(H) = Yi + 1(G) for a/l i = 1, 2, . . . . m - 1. In par- 
ticular, c(H) > c(G) + 1 if Y1(G) is non-abelian and c(H) = m - 3 = c(G) - 1, 
otherwise. 
Proof We argue by induction on the order of G. The result is true for 
m =4. Suppose that m > 5 and let H be a maximal p-subgroup of G 
different from the maximal p-subgroups: Y,(G) and C,( Y, _ JG)). Z(H) 
( # 1) is a normal p-subgroup of G, so Z(H) = Y,(G) for some integer t 
such that 1~ t < m - 1. If t < m - 2, then we have Y, _ 2(G) < Y,(G) = 
Z(H), hence H < C,( Y,,-,(G)) and the maximality yields the equality, 
which is impossible. Thus, t = m - 1 and Z(H) = Y, _ ,(G) = Z(G). The 
quotient group G = G/Z(G) is a p-group of maximal class and has degree 
of commutativity greater than 0, hence Y,(G) = C,( Y,,-,(G)) and 
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evidently H = H/Z(G) # Y,(G) = Y,(G)/Z(G) is a maximal p-subgroup of 
G. Thus, the inductive hypothesis applied to G implies that R satisfies 
Y,(B)= Y,+l(G) for all i=l,2, . . ..m-2. But Y,(R)= Yi(H),/Z(G) and 
Yi+ l(G)= Y;+ ,(G)/Z(G), h ence we conclude Y,(H) = Y, + I(G) for all 
i = 1, 2, . . . . m - 2. The remaining aflirmations follow directly from the 
definition of the degree of commutativity. 1 
LEMMA (1.3). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm, with 
m>4, and let (s, s,, . . . . s, _ ,) be generator G-system. Then, the following 
equalities hold: 
Yi(G)/Yi+ ,(G) = (si Yi+ ,(G)) for aN i= 1, 2, . . . . m - 1. 
Proof. We argue by induction on IGJ. The result is true for m = 4. Sup- - - pose that m > 5 and set G = G/Z(G). Clearly, (s, sr, . . . . J;,_2) is a generator 
G-system, hence by applying the inductive hypothesis to G, it follows 
Yt(G)IYi+l(G)= (siyi+l(G))) forall i= 1,2, . . . . m-2. 
Consequently, (Yi(G)/Z(G))I( Yi+ ,(Gl/Z(G)) = (Fi Yi+ ,(G)/Z(G)), i = 
1, 2, . . . . m - 2 and the last equalities imply Y,(G)/Y,+ r(G) = (siYi+ ,(G)) 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . m - 2. 
Finally, we have C,( Y,-,(G))= CJS,-~), hence s,-r = [s,,_~, s] # 1 
and necessarily Y, _ r(G) = (s, _ , >, as required. 1 
LEMMA (1.4). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm. Let 
( s, s 1, . . . . s, _ 1) be a generator G-system. Suppose that c(G) B k - 1 for some 
natural k. Then 
CYt(Gh Y,-,-,(G)1 = <Cs,, s,-,-,I> forall t=l,2 ,..., m-k-l. 
Proof. By using Lemma (1.3) we obtain 
Yr(WY,+ I(G) = <s, Y, + I(G) > 
and 
Y,-,-,(G)/Y,-,-,+,(G)= CL-,c-rym-k--r+,(G)) (9) 
(note that, both t and m -k - t are smaller or equal than m - 2). On the 
other hand, the condition c(G) > k - 1 implies 
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CYt+,(G), Y,n-,-t(G)l= 1= CYt(Gh Ym-,-t+,(G)1 
and (10) 
Cst, s,-k-r1 EZ(G). 
From (9) and (10) follows the desired equality. 1 
LEMMA (1.5). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm, with 
m 2 4. Let HE J(G) - { Y,(G), C,( Y,-,(G))}. Suppose that k is a natural 
number satisfying both c(H) > k and c(G/Z(G)) > k - 1. Then, the following 
inequality holds: 
c(G)>k- 1. 
Proof From the definition of the degree of commutativity of H, it 
follows that k < (m - 1) - 2, since c(H) k k. We argue by induction on k. If 
k = 1, the result is true because c(G) is always greater or equal than zero. 
Let us assume k > 2. By applying the inductive hypothesis to k - 1 we 
obtain c(G) k k - 2. On the other hand, from Lemma (1.2) we obtain that 
H is a p-group of maximal class satisfying Y,(H) = Yj+ i(G) for all 
i = 1, . . . . m - 1. We shall prove previously that 
[Y,(G), Y,+,(G)1 = 1. (11) 
Let (s, si, . . . . s,,- i) be a generator G-system. From Lemma (1.4) (for 
k - l), (11) holds if and only [si, s,,_~] = 1. We see now the last equality. 
By using Lemma (1.1) we obtain 
CSl, ~,-/cl= cs, CL-k-l, ~,llC%, &4-,1r1, (12) 
since c(G) 2 k i 2 and Y ,+Cm-k,+kP1(G)= Y,(G)= 1. Further, m-k-l 
22 and CG, s,-~-JE CYAH), L-k-2W)I 6 Yl+~m--k~Z~+kW) = 
Y,-,(H)= 1, imply 
Cb %-k--l1 = 1 (13) 
The condition c(G) 2 k - 1 2 1 implies 
CL~m-kL*Iaw)~ ~,-,~,(~)I~~,+,*-,~,,+,,-,,(~) 
= Y,-~(G)=~, 
so [si, s,,-~- i] is a central element of G and consequently 
cs, cs,, ~,~,k--lll= 1. (14) 
From (12), (13), and (14) follows [s,, s,,-~] = 1, and (11) holds. 
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The condition c(G)>,k- 1 implies [Y,(G), Y,(G)]< Yi+i+k-,(G) for 
any i, j = 1, . . . . m-2andconsequently [YJG), Y,(G)] d Y,+ji,_,(G)Z(G) 
for any i, j = 1, . . . . m - 1. 
If i+j+k- 1 bm- 1, then we have Z(G)< Y,+j+kp,(G) and the above 
inequality yields 
Thus, we can assume that i and j satisfy i + j + k - 1 > m - 1, and let us 
consider three cases according to m - i - k > 1 or m - i - k < 0 or k = m - i. 
In the last case, we have [Y,(G), Y,(G)] d Yi+j+,,-i-2(G)= 1 ifj>2 and 
for j= 1 we have [Y,(G), Y,(G)] = [Y,,-,(G), Y,(G)] = 1 by using (11). 
In the second case, k>m-i and [Y,(G), Y,(G)]< Yi+,+k--2(G)= 1, 
because i+j+k-2>i+j+m-i-2>m-1. 
In the first case, we have j > m - i-k + 12 2. If i 2 2, then we have 
I:Yi(G), Yj(G)lG [Y,(G), Y,-;-k+l(G)l=CYi-l(H), Ym-ip/c(H)l 
< Y. ~+~++-w+~(fO= Y,(G)=1 
because c(H) > k. If i = 1, then we obtain [Y,(G), Y,(G)] < [Y,(G), Y,(G)] 
<[Y,(G), Y,-,-,+,(G)]=1 by using (11). 
Thus, we obtain [Y,(G), Y,(G)] Q Yi+j+Ck--lJ(G) for all i, j> 1 and the 
lemma is proved. 1 
Remark. Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm satisfying 
c(G) > m - 3. Then necessarily c(G) = m - 2. Indeed, [Y,(G), Y,(G)] < 
Y 1+2+m--3(G)= 1 implies Y,(G)<Z(Y,(G)), but Y,(G)/Y,(G) is a cyclic 
group, hence necessarily Y,(G) is abelian. Thus, either c(G) = m - 2 or 
c(G) < m - 4, that is, c(G) # exp( JGI ) - 3 for any p-group G of maximal 
class. 
LEMMA (1.6). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm, with 
m>4. Let HE&(G)- {Y,(G), C,( Y,,_,(G))}. Then the degree of com- 
mutativity of G satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(1) c(G)=m-2. 
(2) c(G) = c(H) - 1. 
(3) c(G) = c(G/Z(G)). 
Proof If c(G) # m - 2, that is, if Y,(G) is non-abelian, then we have 
c( G/Z(G)) 2 c(G). Suppose that c(G/Z( G)) # c(G). Then c(G/Z(G)) 2 
c(G) + 1. 
On the other hand, Lemma (1.2) yields c(H) > c(G) + 1. Assume that 
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c(H) 2 c(G) + 2. Then from Lemma (1.5) we obtain c(G) > c(G) + 1, which 
is a contradiction. Thus, we conclude c(H) = c(G) + 1 as required. 1 
Remark. With the hypothesis of Lemma (1.6) let us consider the follow- 
ing conditions 
(1’) c(G) 2 c(H) - 1. 
(2’) c(G) = c(G/Z(G)). 
Then, G satisfies one of the conditions (l), (2), or (3) given in (1.6) if and 
only if G satisfies (1’) or (2’). In fact, clearly (1 ), (2) or (3) imply (1’) or 
(2’). Conversely, if (2’) is not satisfied, and c(G) #m - 2, then 
c(G) + 16 (m- l)-2 and Y,(H)= Y,+,(G) for all i= 1, . . . . m- 1 imply 
c(H) 3 c(G) + 1, hence c(H) = c(G) + 1 and (2) holds. 
LEMMA (1.7). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm, with 
m 3 4. Let k be a non-negative integer such that k < m - 2. Then the follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent : 
(1) c(G)ak. 
(2) [Y,(G), Y,-,-,(G)] = 1 for all i= 1, 2, . . . . [(m-k)/2]. 
ProoJ: The implication (1) * (2) follows directly from the definition of 
the degree of commutativity of G. We shall now see (2) 3 (1) arguing by 
induction on k + (GI. If k = 0 or ]GI = p4 the result is true. Thus, we can 
assume that k>l and m>5. We have Y,_,,_,,_,(G)~Y,_,_i(G), so 
[Y,(G), Ym-,,-,,_i(G)]=l for all i=l,2,..., [(m-(k-l))/21 (note 
that, in case [(m-k + 1)/2] = (m-k + 1)/2 we have 
c Y(m--k+ 1),2((3, L--k--(m--~+I&N 
= CY~m-/c+,j,* ((3, Y,,-,-,,,,(G)1 
= U’,,-,-,,,(G), L-,-,m-,-,,,,Wl= 1 
because (m - k - 1)/2 = [(m - k)/2]. Therefore, by applying the inductive 
hypothesis to the numbers k - 1 and IGI it follows that c(G) 2 k - 1 and by 
using Lemma ( 1.1) we obtain 
[Si, Sm-k-i]= Cs9 CSm-k-i-19 sillCsi+l~ Sm-k-(i+l)l-l (15) 
for l<i<m-2 and 2<m-k-i<m-1. 
If k > m - 3, then i = 1 and c(G) = m - 2, hence (1) holds. So, we can 
suppose that k < m - 4. Let (s, s,, . . . . s,- ,) be a generator G-system and 
G = G/Z(G). Then, the following equalities hold: 
[ Yi(G)p Ym-l-,-i(G)] = i for 1 <i< [(m- 1 -k)/2]. (16) 
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Indeed, in case (m - k)/2 4 Z we have [(m - k)/2] = (m - k - 1)/2 = 
[(m-k-1)/2]. 
If i=(m-l-k)/2, we have [s,~~-.~~,,s,]= [s~~-~-~),~,s~,-~-~),~] 
= 1 and if i+ 1 d (m - 1 - k)/2 = [(m - k)/2], from (2) it follows that 
[Si,S,-k~il=l=CS,+I,S,~k-(i+l) ] and (15) yields [s, [SmPkmiPr, Si]] 
=l. Moreover [s,,_~-~-,,sJE Y,,_2(G) since c(G)>k-1 and 
s $ C,( Y, _ 2(G)), hence necessarily [s, ~ k _ i ~, , si] E Y, ~ ,(G) because 
Y,,-,(G)/Y,- i(G) N C,. Thus, we conclude 
Cs,-k-i--1,SilEYm~1(G) for all i = 1, 2, . . . . (m - 1 - k)/2, 
and consequently 
[fm--k--i-,,.q=i for i = 1, 2, . . . . (m - 1 - k)/2 in G. (17) 
Suppose now that (m - k)/2 is an integer. Then (17) holds too, since 
i<[(m--l-k)/2]=(m-k)/2-1 implies i+l<(m-k)/2=[(m-k)/2] 
and then we can argue as above. Thus, (17) holds in any case. We have 
c(G)>c(G)>k-1 and (&ii,..., 3,,- *) is a generator G-system, so by 
using Lemma (1.4) and (1.7) we obtain (16). Therefore we can use the 
induction applied to the numbers k and lG\ to obtain c(G) 3 k. (Note that 
k <m -4). Finally, we shall prove that the afftrmation (2) and the 
inequality c(C) > k imply the affirmation (1). 
In fact, for any i, j, we can assume that ja i, since 
[Y,(G), Y,(G)] = [ Yj(G), Y,(G)] and we then consider two cases: 
(a) If i + j + k 2 m then we have j 2 m - k - i and 
CYi(G), Yj(G)I = 1. 
Indeed, if i > [(m - k)/2], then 
[Y,(G), Yj(G)I G II Y,(G), Y,(G)1 G C YC(m-k)/21+ l(G), YC(mpk)pl +(G)1 
f Yz~(m-k),2,+2+k~1(G)~ Y,(G)= 1 
and if 1 <i< [(m-k)/2], thenjam-k-i> 1 and 
[Y,(G), Y,(G)1 6 [Y,(G), Ym-,p,(G)I = 1 
by using (2). 
(b) If i+j+k<m-1, then c(G)>k imply [Y,(G),Y,(G)]d 
Yi+j+/AG) Z(G) = Yi+j+/c(G)* 
Thus, (1) follows from (a) and (b), as required. 1 
LEMMA (1.8). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm. 
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Suppose that there exists HE A(G) - (Y,(G), C,( Y,-,(G))} satisfying 
c(G) < c(H) - 1. Then we have 
C Y,(G), Y,- cctc,+~,-~(G)l f 1.
Proof: We have c(H) > c(G) + 2, so, Lemma (1.7) yields 
Cyiw), ym-I-(c(c)+2)--i (H)]=l for l<i<[((m-l)-(c(G)+2))/2]. 
(18) 
Furthermore, Lemma (1.2) implies Y,(H) = Yi+ r(G) for all i = 1, 2, . . . . 
m - 1. Therefore, (18) yields 
that is, 
[Yj(Gh Ym-(c(~)+l)-j (G)]=l for 26jd[(m-(c(G)+ 1))/2]. (19) 
Now, bearing in mind (19) and Lemma (1.7) we obtain the required 
result. 1 
2. THE FAMILY 
In this paragraph we analyse the properties of the groups of the follow- 
ing family 
B = {G ) is -a p-group of maximal class and c(G) # c(G/Z(G))}. 
We begin showing that 9 is A-closed: 
LEMMA (2.1). Let G be an element of 9 and let H belonging to 
A(G)- {Y,(G), C,( Y,-,(G))). Then HER. 
Proof: We have to show that c(H) # c(H/Z(H)). Set G = G/Z(G). If 
Y,(G) is abelian, then c(G)= (m- l)-2 and Y,(H) = Y,(G) is abelian, 
hence c(H)= (m-2)-2=m-4=exp((H()- 3 #c(H). If Y,(G) is non- 
abelian, then Y,(G) is non-abelian and Lemma (1.6) yields c(G) = 
c(H) - 1, because c(G) # c(G). We have c(G) > c(G) = c(H) - 1. Moreover 
Lemma (1.2) implies c(H)>c(G) + 1. Thus, if c(H)=c(R), then we have 
c(G) > c(G) = c(H) - 1 = c(R) - 12 c(G), this is a contradiction. Therefore, 
c(H) # c(H) and HE 5P as required. m 
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DEFINITION. For any p-group G of maximal class, we define the 
-F-residual G* of G as follows: 
GF=n {NINgG and G/NE~}. 
Clearly, Gy is the smallest normal subgroup A4 of G such that G/M E p, 
since the normal subgroups of G of order smaller or equal than pm-’ (if 
ICI = p”) are the terms of the chain 
Z(G)= Y,,-,(G)< Y,,-,(G)< ... < Y,(G)=G’. 
Set G” = Y,(G). Clearly u > 4 and G E 5J if and only if GF = 1. If 
G#9, then necessarily c(G) = c(G/Z(G)) = c(G/Y,- ,(G)). If G/Z(G) E 9, 
then GS = Z(G). Otherwise, u # m - 1 and we have c(G/Z(G)) = 
c( (G/Z( G))/Z( G/Z( G))) = c( G/ Y, _ 2(G)). Arguing in this way we conclude 
c(G)=c(G/Y,,-,)= ... = c(G/Y,+ 1) = c(G/Y,) = c(G/GS) 
and we have showed: 
PROPOSITION (2.2). For each p-group G of maximal class, GS is the 
smallest normal subgroup of G such that G/G9 ~9. Further, c(G) = 
c( G/GF). 
EXAMPLES. (1) If c(G) = 0, then G E 9, because c(G/Z(G)) is greater 
than zero. 
(2) If Y,(G/Z(G)) is abelian, then GEM. Indeed, c(G/Z(G)) = 
exp( 1 G/Z(G)\ ) - 2 = exp( 1 GI ) - 3 # c(G). In particular, G belongs to 9, if 
IGI 6 p’. 
(3) We see Propositions (2.18) and (2.19) and the definition of the 
subclass % of 9, later on. 
THEOREM (2.3). Let G be a p-group of maximal class. Then, the follow- 
ing congruence holds: 
c(G) E exp( I G/G* I ) (mod 2). 
Proof: Bearing in mind (2.2), we can suppose that G ~9. We now 
argue by induction on the order of the groups of 9. 
If ICI =p4, then GEM and c(G) = 2 = 4 (mod 2). Suppose that 
JGI = pm 2 pS and choose HE M(G) - (Y,(G), C,( Y,,-z(G))}. Then H 
belongs to 5. If Y,(G) is abelian, then c(G) = m - 2 E m (mod 2). If Y,(G) 
is non-abelian, then c(G) # c(G) and (1.6) imply c(G) = c(H) - 1. Applying 
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the inductive hypothesis to H we have c(H) -m - 1 (mod 2). Conse- 
quently, c(G) -m - 2 = m (mod 2) as required. 1 
The above congruence generalizes the following N. Blackburn’s result: “If 
G is a p-group of maximal class and order p” satisfying c(G) = 0, then m 
is an even number.” Note that in this case GF = 1. 
When G is a group of 9, the conditions given into Lemma (1.7) can be 
reduced: 
LEMMA (2.4). Let G be an element of 9 of order p” and let k be a non- 
negative integer <m-2. Then c(G)>k ifandonly if[Y,(G), Y,,,-,-,(G)] 
= 1. 
Proof: The implication + follows directly from the definition of the 
degree of commutativity. We prove the other implication arguing by induc- 
tion on k + ICI, If k = 0 or m = 3 the result is obvious. We can suppose 
k> 1 and m>4. 
Since [Y,(G), Y,_,,_,,_,(G)]~[Y,(G), Y,,-,P,(G)]=l and k-l 
+ IGI <k + IGI it follows that c(G) 2 k - 1 by applying the inductive 
hypothesis. 
If Y,(G) is abelian, then c(G) = m - 2 2 k. Thus, we can assume that 
Y,(G) is non-abelian and consequently c(G) > c(G), where G = G/Z(G). 
Now c(G) # c(G) and c(G) > k - 1 imply c(G) 3 k. 
We prove that 
[Y,(G), Y,+,-,(G)1 = 1 forall t=l,2 ,..., m-k-l. (20) 
In fact, if [ Y,,(G), Y, _ k _ ,,(G)] # 1 for some to 6 m - k - 1, then from the 
hypothesis we have to #m - k - 1. Let (s, s,, . . . . s,,_ 1) be a generator 
G-system. From Lemma (1.4) it follows that [sIO, s,-~~J # 1. 
On the other hand, for each w < m -k - 2 we can use Lemma (1.1) to 
obtain 
c&v, &-k--WI = Ch C&n-k-w--l, %vIIc&v+I~ m-k-(w+l)l-l. 
Moreover [~,-~-,,-i, s,] belongs to [Y,,-,-,-,(G), Y,(G)] < 
Ym-k-w-l+w+k (G)Z(G)=Z(G) SO, [S, [S,-kPw-l,S,]]=I and We 
conclude 
csw s m-k--wl=CS,+,,S,-k--(W+l)l-l foreach wim-k-2. 
In particular, we have 
[sl, s,-k-I-, = [s,, .&-k-2]-‘= ‘I- = [s,,, &,-k-t,,](-l)‘o-l, 
so, [s,, s,,-~-,] # 1, which is impossible, since [Y,(G), Y,,-,-,(G)] = 1. 
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Therefore, (20) holds and from Lemma (1.7) we obtain c(G) > k, the 
desired inequality. 1 
THEOREM (2.5). For each p-group G of maximal class, the following 
equality holds: 
P c(G)+1 = (Z( Y,(G/‘G,*))j. (21) 
Proof Bearing in mind Proposition (2.2), we can suppose that 
GE%. Set lZ(Y,(G))(=p”. Then we have Z(Y,(G))= Y,,-.(G) and 
[Y,(G), Y,,-,(G)] = 1. Now, (2.4) yields c(G) > a - 1. On the other hand, 
[Y,(G), Ym-c(c)~~(G)l~,y,+,~.(~)~~+c(~)(G)=l, (22) 
hence L-c(c)- dG) is contained in Y,(G) n C,( Y,(G)) = Z( Y,(G)) and 
consequently IY,,-++ i(G)1 = p‘ (‘)+ ’ divides lZ( Y,(G))] = p”. Thus, we 
conclude c(G) + 1 = a, the desired equality. 1 
Next, we obtain the number r(G) - P(G/Z(G)) in terms of the degree of 
commutativity of G, when G is a p-group belonging to the family %, 
analysing previously the tuple o’G in terms of the tuple crG,Z(Gj. 
LEMMA (2.6). Let G be a p-group belonging to %, of order pm. Then 
(G) is the greatest abelian normal subgroup of G belonging to 
(y;“,$;)y2(G), . . . . Y,,_ ,(G)}. 
Proof We note that Proposition (2.2) yields m = c(G) (mod2), so, 
(m - c(G))/2 is a natural number. We now argue by induction on IGI. If 
IGI = p3 or p4 the result is true. Suppose that m 3 5. If Y,(G) is abelian, 
then c(G) =m- 2 and (m- c(G))/2 = 1. Thus, we can assume that Y,(G) 
is non-abelian, that is, c(G)<m-4. We choose HE&!(G)- 
{ Y,(G), GK-,(W~. F rom Lemma (2.1), it follows that H belongs to 
%. In addition Lemma (1.6) implies c(G) = c(H) - 1. Therefore, by applying 
the inductive hypothesis to H we obtain that 
is the greatest abelian normal subgroup of H belonging to (Y,(H), 
Y,(H), a.., Y,-,(H)} = {Y,(G), Y,(G), . . . . Y,,-,(G)), and we conclude the 
desired result. 1 
LEMMA (2.7). Let G E % be such that Y,(G) is non-abelian. Set 
C = G/Z(G) and s1 E Y,(G) - Y,(G). Then the following equality holds: 
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Proof: From Lemma (2.4) we obtain [Y,(G), Y,,-(c(Gj+lJ- i(G)] # 1. 
Further, 
[Y,(G), L-cc,,-,KW = 1 and ma ~~~,,-~mi = 1. 
Let x be an element of the coclass s1 Y,(G). As Y,(G)= (sl, Y,(G)), the 
above conditions imply [x, Y,,-E(Gj-2(G)] # 1 and [X, Y,,Pc(GjP2(G)] 
= i. Consequently, there exists y E Y, _ c(cj _ 2(G) such that [x, y] # 1 and 
[X, j] = i. Thus, y belongs to N Y,(Gj(~Z(G)) - CrlccJ(x), which implies 
T~,(~)(xZ(G)) = 1 (otherwise, r Y,(Gj(~Z(G)) = p = IxZ(G)l and xZ(G) E 
W’b,,qW(G))h but Y E NY,(G) (xZ(G)) and [x, v]# 1; that is a con- 
tradiction). Let {S, ji, . . . . S, j,} be a complete system of representatives 
from distinct Y,(G)-classes that make up the coclass S, Y,(G). Then, we 
have 
~Y,(SI Y,(G)) = i r,,(&~ Y,Z(G)) = i 1 = t = ~,,(G,GI Y,(@), 
j=l j=l 
as required. 1 
LEMMA (2.8). Let GEF be a p-group of order pm and suppose that 
Y,(G) is non-abelian. Then the following equalities hold: 
ry,co)(SiYi+ l(G))=r Y,(G)(Si Yi+ l(c)) for 16 iQ (m - c(G))/2 - 1 
(23) 
for any (s, sl, . . . . s,,- 1) generator G-system. 
Proof Since Y,(G) is non-abelian we have c(G) < m - 4, hence 
(m- c(G))/222. By using Lemma (2.7), the equality (23) holds for i= 1. 
Suppose that c(G) < m - 4 and i > 1, let us consider a maximal p-subgroup 
H of G belonging to A(G) - { Y,(G), C,( Y,,_ *(G))}, and containing the 
element s. We have HE 9 and Y,(H) = Yi+ ,(G) for everyj= 1, 2, . . . . m - 2. 
In addition Lemma (1.6) yields c(H) = c(G) + 1 2 1, consequently Y,(H) = 
C,( Y,,- I -,(H)) and clearly (s, s2, . . . . s,- i) is a generator H-system. If 
Y,(H) is abelian, then we have c(H) = m - 1 - 2 = c(G) + 1 (so, c(G) = 
m - 4), which is impossible. Thus, Y,(H) is non-abelian and arguing by 
induction on the order of the groups G belonging to F and such that 
Y,(G) is non-abelian, we conclude 
(24) 
for eachj= 1, 2, . . . . (m- 1 -c(H))/2- 1. Since (sj+, Y,+,(G)) = Yj+,(G)/ 
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Y,+,(G) = Yj(H)/Yj+ ,(H) and (WI - 1 - c(H))/2 = (m - c(G))/2 - 2, (24) is 
equivalent to writing 
YY,+,(c)(J~+I Yj+,(G))=r r,+mz(&j+ I Y,+,(WZ(G)) 
for 2 <j+ 1 6 (m - c(G))/2 - 1, and we conclude the desired result. 1 
LEMMA (2.9). Let G E B be a p-group of order pm and consider 
~o(rG(sY,)y ry,(si Y2), . . . . rym-,(s,- 1 Y,)) = (z, zl, . . . . z,- ,) 
a numerical G-system. 
Set F=r&sY,(G)) and Zi=rr,CGj(FiYi+l(G)) for i= 1, . . . . m- 1, where 
G = G/Z(G). 
Then the following assertions hold: 
(1) zi=Zifor each i= 1, . . . . (m-c(G))/2- 1. 
(2) q=pm-(i+l) for each i= (m - c(G))/2, . . . . m - 1. 
(3) Tizpm-(i+2) for each i = (m - c(G))/2, . . . . m - 2. 
(4) Zfc(G)> 1, then z=Z=p. 
(5) Zf c(G) = 0, then z = 2p - 1 and Z = p. 
Proof: (1) follows from Lemma (2.8). In addition, Y(,,-.(,,,,,(G) is 
abelian, so Y,(G) is abelian for i = (m - c(G))/2, . . . . m - 1 and both (2) and 
(3) hold, because 
Further, if c(G) B 1, then G has exactly p2 - p classes having maximum 
cardinality pm - *, which make up the normal set G- Y,(G). There- 
fore (p- 1) rG(sY1(G)) = rG(u/:: s’Y,(G)) = JG - Y,(G)l/p”-* = p* -p, 
whence z = r&Yi(G)) = p. The degree of commutativity of G = G/Z(G) is 
always greater than zero, therefore arguing as above we conclude Z = p. If 
c(G) = 0, then G has exactly (p - 1 )* classes of cardinality pm- * which 
compose the normal set G - (Y,(G) u C,( Y,,- *(G))) = S. Clearly, S has 
pm~(p”-l+p”-l-p”-2 ) elements. Moreover, if XE G - Y,(G), then 
X E G- Y,(G), hence lC&(X)l = pCm-‘-* and consequently lCl,(x)l = 
P m-2 or pme3. 
Set G- Y,(G)=Scr T, with T=(G- Y,(G))nC,(Y,+,(G)), T con- 
tains conjugacy classes of cardinality pme3, so, 
(P-l)r&Y~(G))=r#)+rdT)=(p-l)*+rdT). 
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Moreover, 
pm-pm-l=pm-2(p-1)2+ ITI. 
Therefore, 
rc(T)=(p”-p”-‘-p”-2(p-1)2)/pm~3=p2-p, 
and we conclude z=r&~Yr(G))=p-l+p=2p-1, in this case. 1 
THEOREM (2.10). Let GE 9 be a group of order pm, with m > 4, and set 
G = G/Z(G). Then, 
(1) Ifc(G) r(G)=r(G)+pccG’-‘(p-1). 
(2) Ifc(G)=O, r(G)=r(G)+p(p-1). 
Proof Set k = (m - c(G))/2 and let us consider the series 
Y,c(G) < Y,- l(G) < ..a < Y,(G) < Y,(G) < G. 
Arguing as W. Bursinde [4, Note E] we have 
k-l 
pk.r(G)=zpk-‘(p2-l)+ 1 zipk-‘~‘(p2-l)+r(Yk(G)), 
i=l 
where (z, zl, . . . . z,,- ,) is a numerical G-system. On the other hand, by 
considering the series 
Y,(G)/Z(G) < ... < Y,(WZ(G) < Y,(WZ(G) < G/Z(G), 
we have 
k-l 
pk’r(G)=?pk-‘(p2-l)+ c ,?ipk-i-1(p2-1)+r(Yk(G)). 
i=l 
Therefore, 
pk.(r(G)-r(G))=pk-‘(p2-1)(z--)+T(Yk(G))-r(Yk(G)), 
by using Lemma (2.9). Furthermore, as Y,(G) is abelian, we have 
r( Y,(G)) = 1 Yk(G)I = pm-k and r( Y,(G)) = 1 Yk(G)l = pm-‘--k. Substituting 
these values, and the values of z and Z given in Lemma (2.9) according as 
c(G) > 1 or c(G) = 0, we obtain the desired equalities. 1 
Remark. From Theorem (2.10) if follows that there exists u such that 
c(G)= 1 +log,((r(G/Y,)-r(G/Y,-,))l(p-1)). (25) 
Namely, u satisfies Y, = G”. 
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In [3] N. Blackburn shows that G has exactly (p - 1 )2 conjugacy class 
of cardinality p + 2 in case c(G) = 0. Moreover, these conjugacy classes 
make up the normal set G - (Y,(G) u C,( Y,,_ 2(G)). 
By using Theorem (2.10) we obtain the following result: 
COROLLARY (2.11). Let G he a p-group of maximal class and order p”, 
with m > 4. Suppose that c(G) = 0. Then, the normal set C,( Y, _ *(G)) - 
Y,(G) has exactly p* - p conjugacy classes of cardinality pm ~ 3. 
Proof. Set G= G/Z(G). From Theorem (2.10) we obtain r(G) = 
r(G)+p(p-1). Moreover, r&G- Y,(G))=p*-p because c(G)>0 and 
also we have 
ra(G-(Y1(G)~Cc(Y,~2(G)))=(~-l)2. 
Therefore, 
r(G)=rG(G-(Yl(G)u C,(Y,~2(G)))+ro(Yl(G)u G(Y,-2(G))) 
= (P - I)* + ra( Y,(G)) + rc(C,( Y,-,(G))) - ra(G’), 
since Y,(G) n C,( Y,_*(G)) = G’, and 
r(G) = ra( Y,(G)) + ra(G - Y,(C)) = p* - p + ra( Y,(G)). 
Consequently, 
ra(Y~)+rACcAY,~2)-G’)=p2-p+ra(~1)+p(p-l)-(~-l)2 
=ra(P1)+p2-1. (26) 
Furthermore, if C,( Y,- ,)/G’ = (S’) N C,, then we have 
ra(CG(Y,,-2)-G’)=rc u s”G’ =(p-l)r,(s’G’). 
(‘-I > 
(27) 
j=l 
From (26) and (27) it follows 
(p-1)r,(s’G’)=(ra(~1)-rG(Y1))+(p2-1)<p2-1, 
hence 
rG(s’G’)<(p2-l)/(p-l)=p+l. (28) 
On the other hand, it is well known (see [ 15, Lemma]) that ra(s’G’) = 1 
(mod p - 1) and also s’G’ is union of conjugacy G-classes, so, (28) yields 
ra(s’G’) = 1 or p. If rG(s’G’) = 1, that is, s’G’ = Cl,(s’), then we have 
ICl,(s’)l = p”-* and s’ is an element belonging to G - (Y, u C,( YmP2)), 
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which is impossible. Therefore I~(s’G’) = p and (27) yields 
rc( C,( Y,,- 2) - G’) = p2 - p. Finally, set s’G’ = lJ f= i Cl,(s’x,), then we 
have 1 = Xi”= 1 p2/ICo(s’xi)I and IC,(s’x,)l ap3 for all i= 1, . . . . p, since 
s’xi 4: G - ( Yi u C,( Y, _ 2)), so necessarily ICG(S’Xi)l = p3 for all i = 1, . . . . p, 
and we conclude the required result. 1 
When we consider 3’“-closed subclasses Y of 9, Theorem (2.10) yields: 
COROLLARY (2.12). Let Y be a b-closed subclass of 9. Let G E Y be of 
order p”. Then, the following assertions hold: 
(1) Ifc(G andrn25, then 
4G) = 2p2 - 1 + f pc(G/Yl(G))- ‘(p - I), 
i=5 
with P“(~‘~~(~))+~ = lZ( Y,(G/Y,(G)))I for all i= 3,..., m. 
(2) Q-c(G)=0 andma6, then we have 
i=5 
with pc(G’Y,(G))+l = I Y,(G/Y,(G)))I for all i= 3, . . . . m - 1. 
Proof If c(G) 2 1, (2.10) yields r(G) = r(C) + pc’G’-l(p - l), with 
G = G/Z(G). Moreover, GE Y and c(G) 2 1, so by using again (2.10) we 
obtain r(G) = r(E) + p’(G)--1 (p - 1 ), with z = G/Z(G) and consequently 
r(G)=r(G/Y,,~2)+pc’“‘-‘(p-1)+pc’G’~1(p-1). 
Similar argument yield 
r(G)=r(G/Y,(G))+ pc’GIY4(G))-‘(p- I)+ f ~~(~Ifi(~))-l(p- 1) 
i=5 
=p*+p- 1 +p(p- I)+ f pc(GIY~(G))-‘(p-f) 
i=5 
with 
= zp2 _ 1 + f PdW’iW))- ‘(p _ I), 
i=5 
P’(~‘~~(~))+’ = (Z( Y,(G/Y,(G)))l for all i = 3, . . . . m. 
If c(G)=O, we argue as above, but we now consider the equality 
r(G)=r(G)+p(p-1). 1 
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Next, we consider some interesting examples of subclasses of % which 
are both A-closed and T-closed. 
In the following, 9 denotes a property relative to finite groups (for 
example, 9 may be the property of being an abelian group, or of being 
a p-group having exponent at most p2, etc.) and k is a prefixed natural 
number. 
Let us consider the following family 9(%‘, k) = {G 1 G is a p-group of 
maximal class satisfying: if IGl = pm and Yi(G)/Yj(G) satisfies % with 
m>j>i>k, then Y,-,(G)/Y,-,(G) satisfies %}, and let A?98 denote the 
class of all finite metabelian p-groups of maximal class. 
PROPOSITION (2.13). The following assertions are true: 
(1) a(%, k) is A-closed. 
(2) 9(.9, k) is Z-closed. 
(3) W(p, k)nAB&% ifand only ifW(p’, k)c%. 
Proof. (1) Let GE~!(.%,, k) of order pm and HE A(G)- 
P’,(G), WL-,(W. S u PP ose that there exist i, j such that m - 12 j > 
i> k and Y,(H)/Y,(H) satisfies 9. Then Y,+,(G)/Y,+,(G) satisfies B with 
m>j+l>i+l>k, so, Y,+,_,(G)/Y,+,_,(G) satisfies 8, that is, 
Yihk(H)/YjPk(H) satisfies 8. Thus, we conclude that HE~(%‘, k) as 
required. 
(2) Let GEB(%, k) be and set G= G/Z(G). Suppose that 
Y,(G)/Y,(G) satisfies 9’ with m - 1 2 j > i > k. This quotient group is 
isomorphic to Y,(G)/Y,(G), so, Y,(G)/Y,(G) satisfies 9 and consequently 
Yi-,(G)/Yj_,(G) (is: YiP,(G)/Yj_,(G)) satisfies 9. 
(3) Suppose that !A?(%, k)nAgG%. We show that a(%, k) is 
contained in % arguing by minimal counter-example. Let GE W(9, k) be 
a group of minimal order satisfying G 4 %. Suppose that lG1 = pm and let 
us consider HE A(G) - { Y,(G), C,( Y,+,(G))}. Evidently, Y,(H) = Y,(G) 
is non-abelian, H belongs to 9(.9, k) and 1H) < ICI, so our hypothesis 
implies HE %, that is, c(H) # c(R) and consequently c(R) > c(H). In addi- 
tion, G = G/Z(G) belongs to 9(%, k) and lGj < IGJ, hence G E % and 
c(G) # c(G) with i? = G/Z(G). If Y,(C) is abelian, then G E %, impossible. 
Therefore Y,(C) is non-abelian and Lemma (1.6) yields c( f?) = c(R) - 1, 
since RE.M(G)- (Y,(G) = C,( Y,-,-,(G))}. We have c(G)=c(@- 1 > 
c(H) - 1 > c(G), because Y,(G) non-abelian implies c(H) > c(G) + 1. Thus, 
we conclude c(G) > c(G) and G E %. Since this contradicts our election, we 
infer the desired result. 1 
Next, let us consider the class @ = 9(.9$, k,, = l), where PO is the 
property of being an abelian group. We observe that W(PO, 1) A 499 E %. 
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Indeed, if G is a p-group of maximal class and order pm with Y,(G) abelian 
and belonging to 9(y0,, l), then Y,-,(G)/Y,,-i(G)= Y,(G/Z(G)) is 
abelian, hence G belongs to 9, (because c(G) = m - 3 # c(G)). Thus, bear- 
ing in mind Proposition (2.13), it follows that % is a subclass of 9 which 
is both d-closed and I-closed, and according to Theorem (2.10), the 
number r(G) can be determined in terms of the degrees of commutativity 
c(G/Yi(G)) = -1 +lOgp(Z( Y,(G/Yi))), ia 3. 
We shall study properties of the groups of the family %. Given any 
p-group of maximal class G, we shall consider the quotient group G/G’, 
where G” denotes the smallest normal subgroup N of G such that G/N E %‘, 
and the number r(G) will be analysed through the information obtained for 
GIG%. 
PROPOSITION (2.14). Let GE% be of order p”, with m = 2n + e, n > 0 
and e E (0, 1 }. Suppose that n + e > 4. Then the following assertions hold: 
(1) GC3)= 1. 
(2) Zfc(G)a 1, then we have 
r(G)~p~-p~+~-~-l+ iznFe+2 lz(Y,(G/Yi))l(P-l)/P2. 
If c(G) = 0, then we have 
m-1 
r(G)=P”-‘+2P2-P-1 + 1 lZ(Y,(G/Yi))l(p-1)/p*. 
i=n+2 
Proof: We have [ Y,(G), Y,(G)] 6 Y2,, + cCGJ( G). In addition, c(G) 2 1 in 
case e = 1, so, Y,(G) is abelian for any e E (0, 1 }. As G belongs to W(9& 1) 
it follows that Y,_,,_,,(G)/Y,_,,_,,(G)= Y,(G/Y,+,+,) is abelian. 
Moreover Y,+,+ I (S Y,) is abelian, thus we conclude GC3) = 1. 
On the other hand, for j= 1, . . . . n +e+ 1, Y,/Yj is isomorphic to 
(y,/y,+,+,)I(yjIy,+.+l ) hence Y,/Y, is abelian and consequently 
We have 
n+e+ 1 n-be-2 
1 p’-‘(p-l)/pZ=(p-1) c pkpn++-lep2, 
j=5 k=2 
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since n + e + 1 3 5. From Corollary (2.12) it follows that 
r(G) = 
, 
P n+e-‘+p2-l+ ;=n!e+2 lz(Y,(G/Yi))l(~- GYP’ 
in case c(G) > 1 
M-I 
3p2-p-1 +p”-‘-P2+ C lz(Y,(G/Yi))l(P-l)/~~, 
i=n+2 
. otherwise. 1 
Although G/Gq has order smaller than the order of GIGS, because G* 
contains G*, the information obtained about the group G/G” is more 
precise than the corresponding information for GIGS. Next, for any 
p-group G of maximal class we will show that 
c(G) < c( G/Gw). (29) 
In Section 3, we will show that c(G) = c(G/G~) if G is metabelian, because 
in this case we have G* = GS. 
We need the following previous lemma. 
LEMMA (2.15). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and set C? = G/Z(G). 
Let H be a maximal p-subgroup of G satisfying Y,(H) = Yi+ ,(G) for all 
i= 1 , . . . . m - 1. Suppose that HE 59, G E % and G 4 VP. Then Y,(G) is abelian 
and Y,(G) is non-abelian. 
ProoJ Clearly, G $ %? implies Y,(G) non-abelian. Moreover, there exist 
i,j such that ma j>i>2, Y,(G)/Y,(G) is abelian and Y,-,(G)/Y,-,(G) is 
non-abelian. If i 2 3, then Yi- ,(H)/Y,- ,(H) is abelian with i - 1 > 2, and 
HEW imply Yi-,(H)/Yi-,(H) is abelian, that is, Y,-,(G)/Y,-,(G) is 
abelian, which is impossible. Therefore i = 2 and Y,/Yj is abelian. Suppose 
that j< m - 1, then (YJZ(G))/( Yj/Z(G)) is abelian, that is, Y,(c)/Y,(G) is 
abelian, but G belongs to %, hence Y,(G)/Yj-l(G) N Y,(G)/Y,-,(G)= 
Yip 1( G)/Y,- ,(G) is abelian, which is impossible. Therefore j = m and Y2 is 
abelian. 1 
THEOREM (2.16). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm, 
with m 2 6. Set G” = Y,(G). Suppose that G 4 97. Then there exists i satisfying 
the following conditions 
(1) 1 +v<i<m. 
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(2) G/Y,(G) $ q- 
(3) c(G/Y,(G)) = c(G/Y,- ,(G)) = ... = c(G/Y,(G)). 
Proof: We argue by induction on IGl. If IGI = p6 and G +! V, then we 
have c(G) = c(G/Z(G)) = 1. Moreover GE %? since IGI = p5, so we take u = 5 
and i = 6. Suppose that the result is true for p-groups of maximal class that 
do not belong to %? and with order smaller than lG1. Set G = G/Z(G). We 
consider two cases: 
(1) If G$%, then we have vbm-2=(m-1)-l and u (<m-2) is 
the smallest integer number satisfying G/Y,(G) N G/Y,(G) E V, that is, - 
Gw = Gw. From the inductive hypothesis, there exists i such that 
u+ 1 <i<m- 1, G/Yi(G)$% and c(c/Yi(G))=c(G/Yi-,(G))= ... = 
c(G/Y,(G)), whence G/Yi(G)$V and c(G/Y,(G))=c(G/Y,_,(G))= ... = 
c(G/Y,(G), since G/Y,(G) N G/Y,(G). 
(2) Suppose that G E %, then v = m - 1. Let H E A’(G) - 
{Y,, C,(Y,_,)}. From (1.6) we obtain c(G)=c(G) or c(G)=c(H)- 1, 
since Y,(G) is non-abelian. 
Assume that c(G)=c(H)-1. If HEV, Lemma(2.15) yields Y,(G) 
abelian and Y,(G) non-abelian. Therefore, Y,(H) = Y,(G) is abelian and 
c(H)=(m-1)-2=m-3, hence c(G)=m-4 and c(G)>c(G)= 
(m- l)- 3 implies c(G)= (m- 1)-2, that is, Y,(G) is abelian, which is a 
contradiction. Suppose now that H # @?. We have HE % because GE V and 
RE dz%yG) - { Y,(G)}, so, the inductive hypothesis applied to H yields 
c(H) = c(H). In addition, Y,(G) non-abelian and GE V implies c(G) # 
c(z), hence from Lemma (1.6) it follows that c(G) = c(H) - 1 = c(H) - 1 = 
c(G). Thus, in any case, we obtain c(G) = c(G) and we then take i = m. 
COROLLARY (2.17). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order p”, 
with m 2 6. Suppose that G 4 V. Then, we have 
c(G) d c(G/G@‘) = exp (Z( Y,(G/GV))I - 1. 
Proof From Theorem (2.16), there exists i such that u + 1 < i< m, 
G/Y,(G) #5??, and c(G/Y,(G)) = c(G/Y,(G)) with GV = Y,(G). Let k be any 
number satisfying m > k Z i > u. Then Y,(G/ Y,( G)) is non-abelian. 
Otherwise, it would be G/Y, E V and Y, < Yi, hence G/Yi E % because ‘%? is
z-closed. Now, Y,(G) non-abelian implies c( G/2( G)) > c(G). Similarly, 
Y, (G/Z( G)) non-abelian implies c( G/ Y,,, ~ 2) 2 c( G/ Y,,, _ , ). Thus, our argu- 
ment yields the following inequalities 
c(G)<c(G/Y~-~)G ... <c(G/Yi+,)Gc(G/Yi), (30) 
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by observing that 
c((G/Y,.+ ,YZ(G/Yw+ 1)) = c(GlYw) 2 c(GlYw.+ I)
for i + 1~ w + 1 dm. From (30) we obtain c(G) d c(G/Y,) = c(G/GV), as 
required. 1 
We finish this paragraph, showing that any p-group of maximal class G 
has interesting quotient groups belonging to the family %. 
PROPOSITION (2.18). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order pm, 
with m 2 5. Suppose that Y,(G) is non-abelian. If c(G) > k for some non- 
negative integer k, then there exists i 2 4 + k satisfying both G/Y,(G) E %J and 
Y,(G/Y,(G)) non-abelian. 
Proof We argue by induction on lG1. If IGl =p5 and Y,(G) is non- 
abelian, then c(G) = 1 and G E %? because Y,(G) is abelian. Let i = 5 2 4 + k 
(c(G) > k implies k = 0 or 1) then we have Y, = 1 and G/Y, E %?. Suppose 
that m > 6. We have c(G) < m - 4 and c(G) 2 c(G) > k. If Y,(G) is abelian, 
we have G E V and setting i = m the result follows. If Y,(C) is non-abelian, 
by applying the inductive hypothesis to c?, there exists i 2 k + 4 such that 
G/Y,(G) N G/Yi(G)E%’ and Y,(G/Y,(G)) N Y1(C?/Yi(G)) is non-abelian, as 
required. 1 
PROPOSITION (2.19). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and 
order pm, with m > 5. Suppose that Y,(G) is non-abelian. Let k be a non- 
negative integer such that c(G) > k. Then G/Y, + JG) E W. In particular 
G/y,+c,o,(G)~~. 
Proof From Proposition (2.18), there exists ia + k such that 
G/Y,(G) E V. Therefore, (G/Y,(G))/( Y,+,(G)/Y,(G)) belongs to %, because 
%? is Z-closed, that is G/Y,+,(G) belongs to %?, as required. u 
3. METABELIANP-GROUPS OF MAXIMAL CLASS 
In this paragraph, we obtain the number r(G) and the vector bc, when 
G is any metabelian p-group of maximal class. 
LEMMA (3.1). Let G be a metabelian p-group of maximal class and order 
pm with m> 5. Suppose that Y,(G) is non-abelian and set G’% = Y,(G). 
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Then v is the greatest integer number of { 5, . . . . m - 1, m} such that 
Y,(G/Y,- ,(G)) is abelian. 
Proof Set G = G/Y,(G). Since Y,(G) is abelian, we have Y,(G) abelian 
and G/Y,(G) E V implies Y,(G/Y,)/Z(G/Y,) abelian, that is, Y,/Y, _ 1 = 
Y, (G/ Y, _ i ) abelian. Moreover, Y,( G/ Y,) is non-abelian, otherwise, from 
G/Y, N (G/Y,+ ,)/Z(G/Y,+,) we obtain that Y,(G/Z(G)) is abelian with 
~=W’,+,, hence necessarily G/Y, + 1(G) belongs to $7. This contradicts 
the election of v. 1 
LEMMA (3.2). Let G be a metabelian p-group of maximal class an order 
pm, with m 2 5. Suppose that 
“there exists HE&(G)- {Y,, C&Y,-,)} such that c(G)<c(H)- 1.” 
(31) 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) Gw= Y,(G). 
(2) v is the greatest integer belonging to { 5, . . . . m - 1 } satisfying 
c(GlYAG)) 2 W/Y,(G)) - 1. 
Remark. If there is no HEM(G)- (Y,, C&Y,,-,)) satisfying 
c(G) < c(H) - 1, we have necessarily c(G) = c(H) - 1 for all HE A(G) - 
( Y,, C,( Y,,-,)} or Y,(G) is abelian. 
Proof Clearly (3 1) implies that Y,(G) is non-abelian. Evidently, G/Y, 
lies in V. So, Gw < Y, and v > 5. Let K be the integer satisfying the condi- 
tion given in (2). Set G = G/Y, E %? s 9. We have c(G) # c(c/Z( G)). 
Moreover WE A(@ - { Y,(z‘)}. Consequently Lemma (1.6) yields 
c(G) 2 c(w) - 1, that is, c(G/Y,) > c(H/Y,) - 1. 
Set G= G/Y,. We have c(G)>c(fi)- 1 and Y,(B) = Y,(H)/Y,(G)= 
Y,(G)/Y,(G) is abelian, so, c(k) = (k - 1) - 2 = k - 3 and c(G) 2 k - 4. If 
c(G) =k-2, then Y,(G)= Y,(G/Y,) is abelian and Lemma (3.1) yields 
v > k + 1, which is impossible because v < k. If c(G) = k - 4, then we have 
c(G/Z(G)) 2 c(G), whence c(G/Z(G)) = k- 3, that is, Y,(G/Z(G)) is 
abelian and G belongs to %. Thus, we obtain va k and therefore the 
required equality. 1 
Remarks. Let G be a metabelian p-group of maximal class. 
(1) The following affirmations are equivalent: 
(i) GE%?. 
(ii) GEF. (32) 
(iii) c(G)ac(H)- 1 for some HE&(G)- {Y,, C,(Y,,-,)}. 
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In fact, (i) =s. (ii) is trivial. (ii) j (iii) follows from the remark to 
Lemma (1.6). For (iii)*(i), Y,(H)= Y,(G) is abelian, so, c(H) =m- 3 
and necessarily c(G) = m - 2 or m - 4. In any case, arguing as above, 
Y,(G/Z( G)) is abelian and G belongs to %?. 
(2) Let GW = Gg. (33) 
In fact, if c(G) > c(H) - 1 for some HE A(G) - (Y,, C,( Y+,)}, then 
GV = G* = 1. Otherwise, we consider GS = Y,(G). G/G9 E 5 implies 
c(G/Y,(G)) > c(H/Y,(G)) - 1, then, from (32) we obtain G/Y,(G) E %, 
hence GW < Y, = G9, and therefore the equality required. 
(3) From (33) it follows that 
c(G)=c(G/Y,,-,)= ... =c(G/Y,) 
if Y, = GW = GS. 
LEMMA (3.3). Let G be a metabelian p-group of maximal class and order 
Pm, with m>4. Let GW= Y, and let s, be an element of Y, - Y,. Suppose 
that there exists HE A(G) - { Y,, C,( Y,,-,)} such that c(G) < c(H) - 1. 
Then, the following equalities hold 
Proof From Lemma (1.8) we obtain [Y,(G), Y,,_.,,,P,(G)] # 1 and 
we now argue as in Lemma (2.7) to conclude ry,(s, Y,) = rY,(oj(SI Y*(G)) 
with G=G/Y,,-i. Thus (3.3) holds for u=m-1. If u=m-2, then we 
have c(G) < c(R) - 1 and arguing as above, but working with 
G = G/Y,,, _ i, we also conclude 
Reasoning in this way we obtain the resuired result. 1 
Next, we analyse the degree of commutativity of G. 
LEMMA (3.4). Let G be a metabelian p-group of maximal class and order 
pm, with m > 5. Let HE d(G) - { Y, , C,( Y,,, _ ,)}. Then, the following asser- 
tions hold 
(1) If Y,(G) is abelian, then c(G)=m-2. 
(2) If Y,(G) is non-abelian, then we have: 
(i) Ifc(G)<c(H)-1, then c(G)=explG/G*l-4. 
(ii) Zj-c(G)>c(H)-1, then c(G)=m-4. 
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Proof: Suppose that Y,(G) is non-abelian and set Y, = GV. From 
Lemma (3.1) we obtain that u is the greatest integer belonging to { 5, ..,, m} 
such that Y,(G/Y,-,) is abelian. Then, we have c(G/Y,-,)=(u-l)-2= 
v - 3 # c(G/Y,,). 
Suppose that c(G) < c(H) - 1. Then u is also the greatest integer number 
belonging to { 5, . . . . m- l} with c(G/Y,)>,c(ZZ/Y,)- 1. We have Y,(ZZ/Y,) 
= Y,(H)/Y, = Y,(G)/Y,(G) abelian, hence c(H/Y,) = expIZZ/Y,I - 2 = u - 3 
and consequently c(G/Y,) > u - 4. Further, if c(G/Y,) > u - 4, then 
necessarily c(G/Y,) = u - 2 and so Y,(G/ Y,) is abelian, which is impossible. 
Thus c(G/Y,) = u - 4. Finally, if c(G) 2 c(H) - 1, then necessarily c(G) = 
c(H)- 1, but c(H)= (m- l)-2 because Y,(H) = Y,(G) hence we con- 
clude c(G) = m - 4. 1 
Remark. Lemma (3.4) shows that c(G) 2 1 for any metabelian p-group 
of maximal class G. Suppose that m > p + 1, in [3, Th. (3.10)] N. Black- 
burn shows that c(G) > m - p - 1. 
If c(G)>m-4, then c(G/Z(G))=(m-I)-2 and Y,(G/Z(G)) is 
abelian, hence GE %? and v = m. 
If c(G),<m-5, then v-4=expIG/Gq[--4=c(G)am-p-1 implies 
v>m-p+3. 
LEMMA (3.5). Let G be a metabelian p-group of maximal class and order 
p”, with m 2 5. Set G” = Y, and s1 E Y, - Y,. Then the following assertions 
hold: 
(1) Zf Y,(G) is abelian, then ryI(sI Y,)= p”-‘. 
(2) Zf Y,(G) is non-abelian, then we have 
(i) Zf there exists HEA( {Y,, C&Y,-,)} with c(G)< 
c(H) - 1, then 
ry,(sl Y,)=pup3. 
(ii) Otherwise, c(G)=c(H)-lfor aRHEA( {Y,, Ca(Y,-,)} 
and rr,(sl Y,) = pme3. In any case, if w is the greatest integer number 
belonging to (4, . . . . m} such that Y,(G/Y,) is abelian, then we have 
ry,(sI Yz) = p”-2. 
Proof: If Y,(G) is abelian, then we have ry,(sl Y2)= 1 Y21 =pmp2. If 
Y,(G) is non-abelian and c(G)<c(H)- 1, then by using Lemma (3.3) we 
obtain 
rrl(S1 Y2) = r y,cG,y,,-Ij(fl Y2(Wm- ,)I = ..- = rr,(~,r,)(S1 YAGIYd). 
Set G= G/Y,. Y,(G) = Y,(G/Y,) is non-abelian and i: E % E 9, hence 
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from Lemma (2.7) we obtain r,,(~(s”~ Y,(G) = r,,cC,z(Gj)(SI Y,(G’/Z(@) = 
rY,(G,Y,m,I(S, Y,(G/Y,+,) = I Y,(G/Y,;+,)l = p(“-‘)-* = pUP3 because 
Y, (G/ Y, ~ 1 ) is abelian. 
Finally, if c(G) = c(H) - 1, we have c(H) = m - 3, since Y,(H) = Y,(G) is 
abelian, hence c(G) = m - 4. Moreover, c(G/Z(G)) k c(G) = (m - 1) - 3 
implies c(G/Z(G)) = (m - 1) - 2 and Y,(G/Z(G)) is abelian. Therefore 
G E V and (2.7) yields 
ry,(s, Yd =r,,,,(&, Y,IZ(G)) = I Y,IZ(G)I = P”-*-’ = P”-~. I 
Let G be a metabelian p-group of maximal class and let s E G - Y,. We 
have c(G)> 1, so r,(sY,) =p and there exist exactly p2-p conjugacy 
classes of cardinality pm- 2 which make up the normal set G - Y,. We now 
give our main result. 
THEOREM (3.6). Let G be a metabelian p-group of maximal class and 
order p”, with m 24. Let w be the greatest integer belonging to 
{ 4, ..-, m- 1, m} such that Y,(G/Y,) is abelian. Then the following assertions 
hold: 
(1) olS=(p, Pw-2, pmp3, PrnP4, . . . . p, 1) 
(2) r(G)=p”-4+(p2-1)(pw-4+1). 
Proof: Let (s, sl, s,,- 1) be a generator G-system. We know that 
ry,(sl Y2) = P”-* and also r,(sY, ) = p. Furthermore, since Y,(G) is abelian 
we obtain ry,(siYi+I)=IYi+ll =p”-@+‘) for all i>2 and we conclude 
part (1). On the other hand, we have 
p2r(G)=r(Y2) + (p2- 1) ry,(sl Y2)+ P(P’- 1) rG(sYI). 
Therefore, we obtain 
p2r(G)=pm-*+(p*-l)p”-*+p2(p2-1) 
whence (2) follows. 1 
EXAMPLE. For each natural m < p and each w with 4 <w < m, there 
exists a metabelian p-group of maximal class G of order pm satisfying 
r(G) = pme4 + (p2- l)(p”-4+ 1). 
Let us consider the following group G = (C,“- * x1 C,) xA C,) x1 C, = 
((z 1, ..., z,,-~) xA (IX)) x1 (8) with relations 
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P zi =zizi+l for i<m-3 
z;=zjz,+j-2 if w+j-2<m-2 
zfjt-2=zm-2 
z; = zj if jam-2-(w-2)=m-w. 
CAZ, 
We have 
ym-1= (zm-,>> Y m-2= (zm-2, G-3), -*.3 
y, = (zm-2, ..*, Zl>, Y,(G)= (z,-2, . ..> zl>(u> 
and Y,/Y,+I = (Z,P2, . . . . Z,, Z,-l, . . . . z,)(B) = (Z,,-i, . . . . Z,)(i) with 
relations Pf = Z, Z, _ 1, 2; = yj. So Y, / Y, + I is non-abelian. 
However, Y1/Y, = (Z,-*, . . . . z”i)(a) with relations 2”4=2,z”,-,=z”,, 
2; = Zj. So Y,/Y, is abelian. Thus, we conclude that w is the greatest 
integer belonging to (4, . . . . m} such that Y,(G/Y,) is abelian. 
In case p= 3, every 3-group of maximal class is metabelian [3, 
Th. (3.13)]. Therefore, we obtain: 
COROLLARY (3.7). Let G be a 3-group of maximal class and order 3”, 
with m > 4 and let w be the greatest integer belonging to (4, . . . . m - 1, m} 
such that Y,(G/Y,) is abelian. Then, we have 
r(G) = 3m-4 + 8(3”-4 + 1). 
4. ~-GROUPS OF MAXIMAL CLASS 
AND ORDER LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO p’ 
In this paragraph, we use the above results in the calculation of the num- 
ber r(G) and the vector eG of a p-group G of maximal class and order pm, 
with m d 7. In the following, we denote m = 2n + e with e=O or 1, 
G=G/Z(G) and fk((GI)=n(p2-l)+pe+k(p2-l)(p-1). It is well 
known that there exists a non-negative number k such that r(G) = fk( ICI) 
c51. 
(a) Suppose that ICI =p’. We have c(G) E (1,3}. Moreover 
c(G) = 2, hence GE 9. Then we consider two cases: 
(i) If c(G)=l, then r(G)=r(G)+p-1=2(p2-l)+l+p-1= 
fO( ICI), by using Theorem (2.10). 
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(ii) If c(G) = 3, then we have CJ~ = (p, p3, p2, p, 1) and r(G) = 
r(G)+p2(p-1)=2(p2-1)+1 +p2(p-l)=,f,(IGl)byusingLemma(2.9) 
and Theorem (2.10) (or also Theorem (3.6)). 
(b) Suppose that ICI = p6. We have c(G) E {0, 1,2,4} and 
c(G)E { 1, 3). We consider four cases: 
(i) Assume that c(G) = 0. If c(G) = 1, then OG = (p, p*, p*, p, 1) 
and r(G)=f,(lGI) so, gG= (2p- 1, p*, p*, p2, p, 1) and r(G)=r(G)+ 
p( p - 1) =fO( ICI ) by using Lemma (2.9) and Theorem (2.10). Similarly, if 
c(G)=3, thenac=(p,p3,p2,p,1)andr(G)=f,(lG1),soaG=(2p-1,p3, 
P*, P*, P, 1) and r(G)=f,tlGO. 
(ii) If c(G)= 1, we then consider HE M(G) - { Y, }. Since 
c(H) 2 c(G) + 1 = 2 and JHI = p5 we have c(H) = 3 = exp( IHI) - 2, that is, 
Y,(H) = Y,(G) is abelian and consequently G is metabelian. If c(G) = 3, 
then GE 9 and from Theorem (2.3) we obtain m = 6 = c(G) = 1 (mod 2), 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, necessarily c(G) = 1 = c(G), G is 
metabelian, Y,(G/ Y,) is abelian and Y,(G/Y,) is non-abelian (because 
G 4 9). Now, by using Theorem (3.6) we obtain fl‘G = (p, p*, p3, p*, p, 1) 
and r(G)=p2+(p2- l)(l + l)=fO(lGI). 
(iii) If c(G) = 2, then necessarily c(G) = 3 and G E 9. We have 
a~= (P, p3, P*, p, 1) and 4@=fi(l~l 1. Consequently aG= (P, p3, p3, P*, P, 1) 
and r(G)=r(G)+p(p- l)=fi(lGI), by using Lemma (2.9) and 
Theorem (2.10). 
(iv) If c(G) = 4, then G E 9 and G is metabelian, so from 
Theorem (3.6) it follows that gG = (p, p4, p3, p2, p, 1) and r(G) = 
p2+(p2- l)(p’+ l)=fP+l(lGl), because w=6. Thus, we have shown the 
following results. 
THEOREM (4.1). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order p*. Then 
G is metabelian and belongs to V. Moreover, one of the following conditions 
hold: 
(a) c(G) = 1, c(G) = 2, bG=(~, P*, P*, P, I), and r(G)=fAIGI). 
(b) c(G)=3, c(G)=% oG=(~, p3, P*, P, 11, and r(G)=h(lGI). 
THEOREM (4.2). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order p6. Then, 
one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) G is metabelian 
(i) c(G)=c(G)=l, G$%?, oo=(p,p2,p3,p2,p,1), and r(G)= 
.h(lGl), 
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(ii) c(G)=2, c(G)=3, GE%‘, (~~=(p,p~,p~,p~,p, l), andr(G)= 
fi(lGI). 
(iii) c(G)=4, c(G)=3, GE%:, DC = (P, p4, p3, p2, P, 11, and r(G) = 
fp+,WI). 
(b) G is non-metabelian. 
(1) c(G) = 0, c(G) = 1, G E %, cG = (2p- 1, p2, p2, p2, p, l), and 
r(G) =fo(lGl). 
(2) c(G) = 0, c(G) = 3, G E %?, oo = (2p- 1, p3, p2, p2, p, l), and 
4’3 =f~(IGI). 
(c) Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order p7. We have 
c(G) E { 1, 2, 3, 5} and we consider four cases: 
(i) Suppose that c(G) = 5, then Y,(G) is abeliun, hence w= 7 
in Lemma (3.4) and we obtain ctG = (p, p’, p4, p3, p2, p, 1 ), r(G) = 
p3+(p2-1)(p3+1), GE%?. 
(ii) Suppose that c(G) = 3. We have [Y,, Y2] < Y, + 3 = 1, hence G 
is metabelian. Since c(G/Y,) > 3 = expIG/Y,( - 3 it follows that 
c(G/Y,) = 4 and Y,(G/Y,) is abelian. Therefore G E 59 and w = 6 in 
Lemma (3.4) concluding oo = (p, p4, p4, p3, p2, p, 1) and r(G) = p3 + 
(p2- U(P’+ 1)=fp+2WI). 
(iii) Suppose that c(G) = 2. Then G 4 y, because c(G) $ 7 
(mod 2) by using Theorem (2.3). We choose HEM(G)- {Y,}. We 
have c(H) > c(G) + 1 = 3 and I HI = p6, hence necessarily c(H) = 4 
Y,(H) = Y,(G) is abelian. On the other hand, c(G/Y,) 2 2 implies 
c(G/Y,) = 2 or 4. Zf c(G/Y,) = 4, then Y,(G/Y,) is abeliun and consequently 
G belongs to 8, which is impossible. Therefore c(G/Y,) = 2 and w = 5 in 
Lemma (3.4j. Thus, we conclude rro = (p, p3, p4, p3, p2, p, 1) and 
r(G)=p3+(P2-f)(p+1)=f2(IGI). 
(iv) Suppose that c(G) = 1. Set H E A!(G) - { Y1}. Since 
c(H) 2 c(G) + 1 = 2, from Theorem (4.2) it follows that H belongs to $?. We 
consider two cases according to G/Y, E %? or G/Y, # %?. In the first case, we 
have HE% and G/Y,E%‘. Zf GE%? and c(G/Y6)=2, then cro= 
(P, p3, p3, p3, P’, P, 1) and r(G)=r(G)+(p-l)=fi(JGI)+p-l= 
fi(lGj). Zf GE% and c(G/Y,)=4, then oG=(p,p4, p3,p3,p2, p, 1) and 
r(G)=r(G)+p-l=f,+,(lGI)+p-l=fP+,(lGI). Suppose that G$%. 
From Lemma (2.15) it follows that G is metabelian and Y,(G/Y,) is 
non-abeliun (that is c(G/Y,) # 4), hence c( G/Y,) = 2 # c(G), so, 
G E 9 n &?&!I = V n &a which is a contradiction. 
Suppose now that G/Y, +! %. Then necessarily c(G/Y,) = c(G/Y,) = 1. 
In addition, we know that G/Y6 is metabelian. We consider two cases. 
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If G is metabelian, we have u’ = 4 in Lemma (3.4), hence crc; = 
(p, p2, p4, p3, p2, p, 1) and r(G) = p3 + ( p2 - 1)2 =f,( ICI). In the second 
case the following conditions hold: G is non-metabelian, G= G/Y, is 
metabelian, c(G) = c(G/Y,) = c(G/Y,) = 1 and c(H) = 2 = c(G) + 1 for all 
HE A!(G) - { Y, }. The conditions /cl= p6 and c(G) = 1 = c(E) imply 
r(G) =fO(lGI) according to Theorem (4.2). Let (X,, . . . . XI} be a complete 
system of representatives from distinct conjugacy G-classes. Then 
r(G)= i rc(xjZ(G))<t.p=(3(p2-l)+l).p. 
i=l 
(34) 
On the other hand, there exists a non-negative integer k such that 
r(G)=fk(lGl)=3(pZ-1)+p+k(p2-l)(p-1). (35) 
From (34) and (35) it follows that k< 3. Let HE&(G)- { Yi}. Then 
c(H) = 2 and H is a p-group of order p6 and class 5, so Theorem (4.2) 
yields r(H) = fi( 1 HI ) and rrH = (p, p3, p3, p2, p, 1). Then we have 
rr2tGj(s2 Y3(W = rY,&S2 Y,(H)) = p3. In addition, [Y,(G), Y,(G)] < 
Y 3+3+ i(G) = 1, hence Y,(G) is an abelian subgroup of Y,(G) of order p4 
and (TV = (p, d, p3, p3, p2, p, l), where d= rr,&sl Y,(G)). We now have 
hence 
r(G)=p2+p-1+(p2-l)d’+(P’-1) with d’ = dJp2. 
On the other hand, r(G) = 3( p2 - 1) + p + k( p2 - 1 )( p - 1) with k < 3, 
therefore (p’-1)d’=(p2-l)+k(p2-l)(p-1) and consequently d’= 
1 + k(p - l), that is, d = p2( 1 + k( p - 1)). Furthermore, rrc = (p, p2, p3, p2, 
p, l), hence rr,(S, P,) = p2 and if {S, jji, . . . . S, JP2} is a complete system of 
representatives from distinct conjugacy P,-classes intersecting the coset 
S, y2, then we have 
d=r&,Y,)= 5 ry,(sI Y,Z(G)) G P’ Ill = p3. 
j=l 
We conclude p2( 1 + k( p - 1)) < p3, whence k = 0 or 1. 
If k=O, then r(G)=f,(lGl) and oG=(p, p2, p3, p3, p2,p, 1). 
If k= 1, then r(G)=f,(JG() and cG=(p, p3, p3, p3, p2, p, 1). 
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Thus, we obtain 
THEOREM (4.3). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order p’. Then 
one of the following cases hold 
(a) G is metabelian. 
(1) c(G)=& c(G)=4, aG = (P, PSY P4, P3T P2, P, 11, r(G) = 
fp2+p+2(lGl)r and GE%‘. 
(2) c(G)= 3, c(G)=4, aG = (p, p4, p4, pi? p2, p, l)? r(G) = 
fp+2(lGI)~ and GEM. 
(3) c(G) = 2, c(G) = 2, aG = (P, p3, p4, p3, P’, P, 11, r(G) =.t2(lGI), 
and G$V. 
(4) c(G) = 1, c(G) = 1, aG = (P, P’, p4, p3, P*, P, I), r(G) =fi(lGl), 
and G$%. 
(b) G is non metabelian. 
(1) c(G)= 1, @k% aG=(P, P3, P3, P3, P2, P, 11, r(G)=h(iGi), 
GE% and GEV. 
(2) c(G)=L c(G)=4, aG=(p,p4,p3,p3.p2,p, 11, r(G)=f,+,(lGl), 
GE% and GE$?. 
(3) c(G) = c(G) = c(G/Y,) = 1 (hence G # F and G 4 F), 
a,(p, p’, p3, p3, p*, p, l), r(G) = f-,( ICI), G is metabelian, C? E %?, and 
c(H) = 2 for all HE A(G) - { Y1}. 
(4) c(G) = c(G) = c(G/Y,) = 1, (hence G 4 9 and G $ F), 
aG=(p, p3, p3, p3, p*, p, l), r(G)=fi(lGI), G is metabelian, GE%, and 
c(H)=2 for all HE.&(G)- {Y,}. 
5. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER r(G) GIVEN IN TERMS 
OF THE DEGREE OF COMMUTATIVITY OF G 
If G is a p-group of order p” with m = 2n + e, n 2 0, and e E {O, 1 }, then 
there exists a non-negative integer number k such that 
r(G)=fj((GI)=n(p’- l)+p’+k(p2- l)(p- 1) (36) 
(this is a well-known P. Hall’s result). In this paragraph, we find interrela- 
tions between the numbers k and c(G), when G has maximal class m - 1. 
We will need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA (5.1). Let G be a p-group of order pm = P’“+~ and let N be a 
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normal subgroup of G of order p”’ = P~“‘+~’ with n, n’ 3 0 and e, e’ E (0, 1). 
Then there exists a non-negative constant k such that 
r(G)=r(G/N)+e’p’-‘(p-1)+n’(p2-1)+k(p2-l)(p-1). 
Proof. We consider a chain 1 = N, < N, < ... <N,, = N of normal 
subgroups Ni of G such that N,/N,+ r N C, for all i = 1, . . . . m’. By using (36) 
we obtain the following equalities: 
r(G)=r(G/N,)+p’-‘(p-l)+k,(p’-l)(p-1) for some kI 2 0, 
and 
r(GIN,)=r((GIN,)I(N21N,))+p’~“-“(p- 1) 
+kAp2- l)(p- 1) for some k2 2 0. 
Therefore, 
r(G)=r(G/N,)+(p’+p’-‘)(p- l)+(k,+k,)(p2-l)(p- 1) 
=r(G/N,)+p*-l+k(p’-l)(p-1) with k>O. 
Arguing in this way, we conclude the existence of a constant k’80 such 
that 
r(G)=r(G/N2,,)+n’(p2-l)+k’(p2-l)(p-1). (37) 
Furthermore 
r(W2,s) = r(G/N2,,+.’ )+e’p’-‘(p-1)+k”(p2-l)(p-l), (38) 
with k” 2 0, since (G/N2,,( = P~@-“‘)+~, therefore substituting (38) in the 
equality (37) we obtain the required result. 1 
LEMMA (5.2). Let G be a p-group of order p” = p2n+e and let N be a 
normal subgroup of G. Suppose that r(G) < fJ( ICI) for some non-negative 
integer k. Then, we have 
~(W)~fdIGINO. 
Proof: Let us consider the following notation: (G( = p2n+c, (iV[ = 
P 
2,~’ +e’, and 1 G,N, = p2”” + e" with n, n’, n” 2 0 and e, e’, e” E { 0, 1 }. From 
Lemma (5.1) it follows that there exists k’ 2 0 such that 
r(G)=r(G/N)+e’p’-‘(p-l)+n’(p’-l)+k’(p2-l)(p-1). 
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Suppose that r(G) <<fk( JGI ) and r(G/N) > f,J IG/NJ ). Then we have 
r(G/N)=n”(p2-1)+p’fl+(p2-l)(p-1)+k,(p2-l)(p-1) 
with ki 2 k, and consequently 
r(G)=(n’+n”)(p2-l)+e’plPe(p-l)+pe” 
+(P2-1)(P-1)+k2(p2--1)(P--1), 
with k2 > k. 
We have IGI = p2(n’+n”)+e’+e” and we consider two cases: 
(i) If e’ + e” < 1, then e = e’ + e” and n’ + n” = n, being 
e’p’-‘(p-l)+p’“+(p’-l)(p-l)>p’, hence r(G)>f,(IGI). 
(ii) If e’+e”=2, then necessarily e’=e”= 1, n=n’+n”+ 1, and 
e = 0. In this case, we have r(G)=(n’+n”+p-l)(p’-l)+ 
P(P--1)+p+k2(p2-l)(p-1)>n(p2-1)+p’+k(p2-l)(p-l), that 
is, r(G) >fk( ICI). Thus, we conclude the desired result. 1 
LEMMA (5.3). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and suppose that 
c(G) 2 1 and that G belongs to F. Set G = G/Z(G), r(G) = fk( [Cl) and 
r(G)= fk,(I@). Zf IGI =P~“+~, then we have 
(39) 
ProoJ From Theorem (2.10) we obtain r(G) = r(G) + pcCG’-‘(p - l), 
hence 
n(p2-1)+p’+k(p2-l)(p-1) 
Consequently, 
that is, 
and simplifying the factor p - 1 we obtain the required result. 1 
Remark. Suppose that the following conditions hold: GE 9, 
r(G)=f,(JGI), r(G)=f,.(lGI), c(G)23, and k<p2. Then, necessarily 
c(G)=4-e. In fact, p c(G)-1 5 0 (mod p2) and (39) yield k-k’= 
P 1-e + k”p2 for some k” 2 0, because k’ < k. In addition, k < p2 implies 
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k” = 0 and k-k’= p’-‘. Therefore p’-‘(p2 - 1) = p’(‘)- ’ - p’-’ and con- 
sequently p*- 1 =pc(G)--2+e- 1, hence c(G) - 2 + e = 2, as required. 1 
For example, if IG( = p6, c(G) = 4 and c(G) = 3, then r(G) = f,+ l(lGl) 
and r(G) = f,( IGI). 
THEOREM (5.4). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and order 
p” = p2n+e, Suppose that r(G)= fJlG[) with k #O. Then, the following 
inequality holds: 
c(G) < [log, k] + 3. 
Remark. In Section 6 we see that c(G) < 2 if m > 4 and r(G) = fo( ICI). 
Proof We have c(G) = c(G) with G = G/G” E 9. Moreover r(G) = 
fj,(lGl) with k’<k, b y using Lemma (5.2). Therefore we can suppose that 
G belongs to 9. We will show the following assertion: 
“If k, > 0 satisfies k < p“‘, then c(G) < k, + 2.” (40) 
Indeed, if c(G) = 0 (40) is true. Suppose that c(G) 2 1. We have 
(k-k”)(p2-1)=p”G’-‘-p’-’ (41) 
with r(G) = fk,,( 1Gj ) and G = G/Z(G). If k = k”, then c(G) = 2 -e < 2. 
If k” =O, then c(G) = c(G) = 1. Suppose that k # k” and k” ~0. Then 
(k-k”)(p2-1)<(k-l)(p2-1)<pk1+2-(p2-1) and (41) yields 
P 
c(G)- 1 <Pc(G)- 1 +(p2-1)-p1-e=(k-k”+l)(p2-1)<pk1+2, 
hence c(G) - 1 <k, + 2, that is, c(G) d kI + 2 and (40) holds. 
Evidently, if k, is- the smallest non-negative integer satisfying k < pkl, 
that is, k, is the smallest non-negative integer with k, > log,,k, then 
c(G) <k, + 2, but k, d [log,k J + 1, whence 
as required. 1 
c(G) < [log&l + 3 
The above upper bound for c(G), given in terms of the invariant k is 
the best possible. For example, if G is a metabelian p-group of order p6 
and class 5 then c(G) = 4 and we have r(G) = f, + r( /Cl). In this case 
[log,( p + 1)-J + 3 = 4. 
Theorem (5.4) can also be reformulated as follows: 
THEOREM (5.5). Let G be a p-group of maximal class and suppose that 
r(G) = fk(lG( ) with k # 0. Then, the following inequality holds: 
k>p . c(G)- 3 
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6. FINITE ~-GROUPS SATISFYING r(G) = fO( 1 GI ) 
Some properties of the finite p-groups G satisfying r(G) =fO( ICI) were 
analysed in [ 111 by J. Poland. These groups are of maximal class. 
J. Poland shows that c(G) < 1 if lG1 > p5 and calculates the vector 
A,= (ICAg,)L ..-> IWg,)O~ where {gly . . . . gr} is a complete system of 
representatives from distinct conjugacy classes of elements of G. 
In this paragraph, we calculate the vector gG, when G satisfies the 
relation r(G) = fO( I GI ). 
Next, we obtain a different proof of the result: c(G) < 1, and in addition 
we calculate G”. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G be a p-group of order pm, with m B 5, and suppose 
that r(G) = fo( JGI ). Then c(G) < 1 and the following assertions hold: 
(1) Ifc(G)=O, then GEF. 
(2) Zfc(G) = 1, then IG/GFI = p5. 
Remark. If m = 4, then c(G) = 2 and GE 9”. 
Proof We show that c(G) < 1 arguing by induction on IGl. If lG1 = p’, 
the result is true. Suppose that m 2 6. Set G= G/Z(G). Clearly 
r(G) = fo(lGI) by using Lemma (5.2). Moreover p5 < IGI < ICI, so, from the 
inductive hypothesis we obtain c(G) < 1. If Yr(G) is non-abelian, we have 
c(G) > c(G) and so c(G) < 1. On the other hand, if Y,(G) is abelian, then 
p.r(G)=(p*-l)r,(sY,)+p”-’ and r,(sY,) > p, because ICl,(g)l d 
P m-2 for all g, therefore n(p*- 1) + p’a (p*- 1) + pm-*, which is 
impossible for m > 4. Thus we conclude that c(G) < 1 in any case. 
(1) Follows from N. Blackburn’s result (C), given in the introduc- 
tion. 
(2) We argue by induction on IGl. If m = 5, then Theorem (4.1) 
yields GE 9, hence G” = 1. Suppose that m 2 6. Set 2; = G/GF. We have 
G/Y,(G)E~, hence GS < Y,(G) and consequently lG/G”l 3p5 and 
c(G)=c(G/GS)= 1. If Y,(G) is abelian, then c(G)=exp(lGl)-2> 1, 
impossible. Therefore Y,(G) is non-abelian and consequently 
c(c/Z(@) 2 c(G). But G belongs to 9, hence c(G) # c(c/Z(G)). Further- 
more, r(G/:lz(G)) =fo(lGlz(@l 1, h ence necessarily Ic/Z(G)I = p4 and 
c(G/Z(G)) = 2. Thus, we conclude 1 cl = ps as required. 1 
In Section 4, we have obtained the vector crG when IGI < p’ and 
r(G) = fO(lGl). Next, we analyse the general case. If SC G is a non-empty 
subset of G we define AZ= (IC,(g,)l, . . . . IC,(g,)l), if {Cl,(g,), . . . . Cl,(g,)} 
= {Wg)l CMg)nS#@I and IGAgI)l 2 ... ~IG(g,)l- 
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THEOREM (6.2). Let G be a p-group of order pm = p*” + satisfying 
r(G) = n( p* - 1) + p’ = fO( 1 GI ). Then, one of the following assertions hold: 
(1) Ife= 1, then oG= (p, p*, p3, . . . . p”, p”, p’-‘, . . . . p*, p, 1) 
(2) Ife=O, then 
if c(G)= 1. 
uG= 
(P, P2, P3, .‘.> P”, P” - ‘3 ‘.‘> P2, P, 1) 
(2p- 1, p*, p3, . ..) pn--l,pn--1, ,..) p*, p, 1) if c(G)=O. 
Proof. Set G = G/Z(G) and let (s, s,, . . . . s,_ i) be a generator G-system. 
Set sO=s and Y,(G) = G. We define ai=r,,+,(si-i Yi) and 
bi=rr,-,(Si-1 Fi). Then we have (TG = (aI, a2, . . . . a,) and (TV = 
(b,, bz, . . . . b,-1). 
If (S,-,zi, . ..) Si- iZ,) is a complete system of representatives from dis- 
tinct conjugacy classes intersecting the coset Sip i Y,/Z(G), then we have 
ai= 5 rr,_,(si- izkZ(G)) with IZ(G)l = p. 
k=l 
Therefore, we have ai = bi + ki( p - 1) for some ki B 0 and also bi 6 ai < hip. 
The normal subgroup Y,(G) is abelian, SO, ai = ( Yi( = p”- i for 
i = n + 1, . . . . m and consequently 
2n+2- l)/(p’“+‘(p2- 1)) if m=2n+l. 
if m =2n. 
Suppose now that e= 1. We have c(G)= 1, so [ YiPi, Y,,-,] < 
Ym--i+i--l+l= Y, = 1 and consequently Y, _ i < Z( Yi- i). Also, we have 
Ym-i<Z(Y,) and ai=rr,-,(si-i Yi) is the number of conjugacy Yi- i- 
classes fixed by the conjugation of the element si- i E Y,_ i, hence si-, fixes 
at least 1 Y,,-,I = pi central classes of Y, and we have ai 3 pi for all 
i = 1, . ..) n. From a theorem given in [15] it follows that 
ah + a2/P2 + ... +a,/p”+(p~“+*-l)/(p2”+1(p2-1))+l/(p~(p*-1)) 
=fO(p”)I(p2-l)=n+ppl(~2-~)~ 
that is, 
alIp + a21p2 + . . . + a, /p” = n. (42) 
Now ai 2 pi for i = 1,2, . . . . n and (40) imply ai = pi for all i = 1,2, . . . . n and 
we conclude OG = (p, p2, p3, . . . . p”, p”, p’-l, . . . . p2, p, 1). 
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Suppose that e = 0. In this case, we have 
a, /p + a2 fp’ + + f ’ + a,/pn 
=n+ l/(p2- l)-((p’“- l)/(pZ”(p2- l))+ l/(p2”(p2- l)))=n. 
(43) 
Since (G/Z(G)1 = p ‘(+ ‘)+I has odd exponent, it follows that bi = pi for all 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, hence aj> b,> pi for all i= 1,2, . . . . n - 1. In addition, 
[Y+,, Y2,-,,-,,]<Y2n=1, hence a,>IY,,-+,,I=p”-’ and (43) 
yields 
n>a,/p+(n-2)+p”-l/p”, that is, a, <2p- 1. 
Since s fixes at least the classes of Z(G), it follows that a, > p and conse- 
quently al = p + k(p - 1) for some k 2 0. Thus a, E { p, 2p - 1 }. 
If c(G)= 1, then [Ynpl, Ym--nJ~Y,~l+,-.+l=Y,=l, hence 
Y,, d Z( Y, _, ) and a, > p”, so necessarily al = p and we have the desired 
tuple. 
If c(G) = 0, then there exist (p - 1)2 conjugacy classes of cardinality 
P m-2 contained in the normal set G - Y1 = ugll’ s’Y,. Furthermore, 
AZ- y, = (d,G,I~:.~ A:,,,), because A:,, = AZ,,, for allj= 1, 2, . . . . p - 1 so, the 
conjugacy classes of cardinality pm-l are distributed in equal number into 
every coset s’Y, j= 1, . . . . p- 1. Consequently sY, contains exactly p- 1 
conjugacy classes of cardinality pme2. Suppose that a, = r,(sY,) = p, then 
wehaveJsY,(=p”-1=(p-1)p”-2+1~pC,hencec=m-2andthensY, 
contains p conjugacy classes of cardinality pmp2, which is impossible. 
Therefore a1 > p and necessarily a, = 2p - 1. Thus, we conclude a,, = p” ~ ’ 
and 
BG = (2p - 1, p2, p3, . . . . p”- l, p”- I, . . . . p2, p, 1). 
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